Abstract. To describe eukaryotic autosomes quantitatively and determine differences between them in terms of amino acid sequences of genes, functional classification of proteins, and complete DNA sequences, we applied two theoretical methods, the Proteome-vector method and the function of degree of disagreement (FDOD) method, that are based on function and sequence similarity respectively, to autosomes from nine eukaryotes. No matter what aspect of the autosome is considered, the autosomal differences within each organism were less than that between species. Our results show that eukaryotic autosomes resemble each other within a species while those from different organisms differ. We propose a hypothesis (named intra-species autosomal random shuffling) as an explanation for our results and suggest that lateral gene transfer (LGT) did not occur frequently during the evolution of eukarya.
Introduction
As a number of genomes have been completely sequenced, it is possible and necessary to compare whole genomes instead of small fragments to resolve biological problems. Whole genomic comparison takes advantage of comprehensive information and has been heralded as the next logical step toward solving genomic puzzles, such as determining coding regions [1, 2] , assigning protein functions [3] , discovering regulatory signals [4] , comparing organization of vertebrate genomes [5, 6] and deducing the history of evolution [7] [8] [9] [10] . Traditionally, chromosomes were characterized qualitatively by karyotypes and banding patterns. Later, small segments of chromosomes were exploited to elucidate relationships between species. Now, in the genomic era large data sets, e.g., complete DNA sequences, can be used to describe chromosomes quantitatively and to do comparison between them. We applied two theoretical methods, the Proteome-vector method [11] developed by us recently, and the FDOD method [12, 13] to characterize and compare eukaryotic autosomes.
In the course of speciation and evolution of eukarya, the contents and functional properties of protein-encoding genes (simply referred to as "genes" hereafter) in an autosome may be changed substantially. To compare this feature between eukaryotic autosomes, we utilize the Proteome-vector approach that exploits information of coding areas to create a multi-dimensional vector whose components depict the relative contents of genes with different functions in an autosome.
As DNA sequences are the result of species evolution, the closer the evolutionary relationship between species, the more similar their genomic sequences should be. Utilizing complete or parts of genomic sequences, the FDOD method can calculate species-specific complete information set (CIS) as a representation of the sequence property of an autosome. Thereafter, a measure of sequence discrepancy between autosomes can be constructed. Different from the sequence alignment approach, the FDOD method is based on information theory and can exploit complete sequences of autosomes.
Using these two methods, we compared autosomes from nine eukaryotes in terms of functional classification of genes, amino acid sequences, and complete DNA sequences, and then both intra-and inter-species autosomal differences were calculated.
The software we developed and the supplementary materials are available upon request.
Materials and Methods
A total of 103 autosomes from nine eukaryotes (including one plant, two fungi, one protozoa, one nematode, one arthropod, and three mammals) were used as materials (Table I) . Functional classification of a gene was determined by aligning its sequence to the COG (clusters of orthologous groups of proteins) database [14] , that is defined by comparing protein sequences encoded in 43 complete genomes. These data were downloaded from relevant anonymous ftp servers (ftp://130.14.22.5/ and ftp://ftp.ensembl.org/). Firstly, functional classification of genes was compared between autosomes by the Proteome-vector approach. A 17-dimension vector for functional classification of a gene was defined by aligning its amino acid sequence to the COG database using the FASTA program [15] . The COG database contains 17 functional subclasses that cover almost all known functions needed by an organism to survive. For each subclass, the M sequences with most matches to the query gene were extracted. After these sequences were sorted according to their match degree, the top M sequences were used to construct a 17-dimension vector 17 } to depict COG-class attribute of the query gene. We set parameter M at 17 to count in possible contribution of every subclass, meanwhile to avoid introducing additional matches from other subclasses if the query gene was already included in a subclass. Then, the average vector that counts in the contribution of all genes in an autosome was calculated. After normalization of average vectors, we calculated Euclidian distances between them, and a pair-wise similarity matrix of autosomes was constructed. We then applied the FDOD method to compare autosomes in terms of amino acid sequences. Based on Shannon's definition of information, entropy and degree of disagreement, the FDOD method calculates a species-specific CIS, and a distance matrix with elements determined by the discrepancies of CIS was created.
Finally, complete DNA sequences of autosomes from nine eukaryotes were subjected to the FDOD software to calculate autosomal difference in sequence composition.
Considering annotations of proteins for genomes of human, mouse and rat are at present incomplete and imprecise [16] , we did not include them into the comparison of the functional classification of genes. For the comparison of amino acid sequences, the rat was omitted.
Results
The inter-species autosomal distances were calculated by averaging all differences between autosomes from two organisms. Similar calculations were performed for the intra-species autosomal distances except that all autosomes came from the same organism. Then, distance matrices were linearly discretized to integer values between 0 and 255 to draw gray level images. To make the minimum of each row stand out more clearly, we set its value to zero.
When functional classification of genes was compared, intra-species autosomal distances were less than inter-species distances, and for most rows of the distance matrix the minimum was located in the diagonal except that for roundworm and baker's yeast (Figure 1 ). Detailed analyses disclosed that several autosomes in these two organisms have very distinct gene content from the others that may be the cause of such inconsistency (data not shown).
In the comparison of amino acid sequences, autosomal distances within each species were also less than between species (Figure 2) . Though the distance between human and mouse was a little greater than the diagonal element of the related row before discretization, this element was set to zero due to the limitation of gray levels. Two yeasts (baker's yeast and fission yeast) showed very small difference and could be clustered together. Two mammals (mouse and human) also form one group for the same reason. These results are consistent with general knowledge of taxonomy. Figure 3 shows the autosomal distance matrix when complete DNA sequences of autosomes were compared. Inter-species autosomal distances were greater than autosomal distances within each species, and except for baker's yeast, the minimal element of each row was located in the diagonal. The two yeasts (baker's yeast and fission yeast) have small differences in gray value and could be clustered together. Similarly, three mammals (mouse, rat and human) also form a group. Comparison of amino acid sequences using the FDOD method. The FDOD method was applied to compare autosomes in terms of amino acid sequences. Parameter K was set to two. Euclidian distances were used to calculate differences of amino acid sequences between autosomes. Results for different values of parameter K were similar.
Discussion
We applied two theoretical methods to quantitatively characterize and compare eukaryotic autosomes. The Proteome-vector approach provides unique definition for functional classification of genes and makes it easy to measure autosomal relationships in terms of coding area. The FDOD method is able to exploit whole genome information and avoid bias that may be associated with particular segments. Moreover, it circumambulates sequence alignment and related problems [17, 18] . No matter which feature of autosomes was compared, our results show that intra-species autosomal distances were less than that between species. Hence, in terms of functional classification of genes, amino acid sequences, and complete DNA sequences, eukaryotic autosomes resemble each other within a species while that from different organisms have the inter-species difference. However, further investigations should be made when more data become available.
Based on our results and that of other authors [19] (see also http://www .nature.com/nsu/000525/000525-11.html), we propose a hypothesis (named intraspecies autosomal random shuffling) as an explanation for our observations. During the evolutionary histories of eukarya, many events (e.g., duplication, transposition, recombination, inversion, etc.) have influenced sequence composition, chromosomal structure and genomic organization [19] [20] [21] [22] . Over long time, segments of eukaryotic autosomes seem to have been shuffled randomly between autosomes within an organism. Meanwhile, each organism has its special ecological niche as well as species-specific properties, such as GC content, mutation bias, etc. Thus, autosomes within an organism tend to be similar in sequence composition and functional classification whereas greater differences developed between different species. For intra-species homogeneity in functional classification of autosomes, duplications (including duplications of genes, large segments and chromosomes) might be the primary mechanism among those exploited by intra-species autosomal random shuffling [23, 24] . However, evidence is scarce and details are still unclear. When more accurate annotations of proteins for eukaryotic genomes and more genomic data are available, functional distributions of genes on autosomes can be analyzed more thoroughly.
It is estimated that 1.5-14.5% of genes in a prokarya are related to LGT [25] .
LGT imports functional units of exogenous species and reduces the discrepancy between species. If LGT was a very frequent event in the evolution of eukarya, the coding area of two organisms would be very similar. Based on our results, we suggested that LGT did not occur very frequently during the evolutionary histories of eukarya.
The mutation rate of nucleotide acid sequences in mammals is so low that statistically only 2.2 × 10 −9 nucleotides change per year per site [26] . Hence, we speculate that genomic structure changes have at least the same influence as sequence mutations on the evolution of eukarya. Autosomal shuffling changed genomic structure and facilitated formation of new genes and gene orders, thus speeding up the evolutionary process of eukarya.
